PICTURE BOOKS

- Imani’s Music by Sheron Williams (J P WILLIAMS)
- Music Over Manhattan by Mark Karlins (J P KARLINS)
- Do Re Mi: If you can read music thank Guido d’Arezzo by Susan Roth (J P ROTH)
- Miguel and the Grand Harmony by Matt de la Pena (J P DELAPENA)
- Manuelo the Playing Mantis by Don Freeman (J P FREEMAN)
- Elmer and the Tune by David McKee (J P MCKEE)
- Little Pig Joins the Band by David Costello (J P COSTELLO)
- Want to be in a Band? By Suzy Roche (J P ROCHE)
- Punk Farm by Jarrett Krosoczka (J P KROSOCKZA)
- The Daddy Long Legs Blues by Mike Ornstein (J P ORNSTEIN)
- The Sleepy Songbird by Suzanne Barton (J P BARTON)
- New York State of Mind by Billy Joel (J P JOEL)
- Little White Duck by Walt Whippo (J P WHIPPO)
- The Marvelous Toy by Tom Paxton (J P PAXTON)

FACT BOOKS

- Sing with Me : action songs every child should know illustrated by Naoko Stoop (J 782.42 SIN)
- Play Mozart Play by Peter Sis (J 780.9 SIS)
- Becoming Bach by Tom Leonard (J 780.92 BACH)
- My Itty Bitty Bio: Marian Anderson (J 782.1092 SON)
- Duke Ellington by Andrea Davis Pinkney (J 781.65 ELLINGTON)
- Nifty Thrifty Music Crafts by Felicia Lowenstein Niven (J 745.5 NIV)
- Dizzy by Jonah Winter (J 788.9 GILLESPIE)
- The Music of Life, Bartolomeo Cristofori and the Invention of the Piano by Elizabeth Rusch (J 782.42 RUSCH)
- Rogers and Hammerstein’s My Favorite Things illustrated by Renee Graef (J 782.42 HAM)
- Sound by Ellen Lawrence (J 534.078 LAW)
- The cosmo-biography of Sun Ra : the sound of joy is enlightening by Chris Raschka (J 781.65 SUN RA RAS)